
Atomic Wallet is a non-custodial software application for
managing crypto assets on local users' devices.

Atomic Protocol Systems OU (“Atomic”)” does not offer any virtual asset services, financial
services and does not provide any advice, mediation, broker, or agent services. Atomic provides
a non-custodial wallet application (“Atomic Wallet”). As a software development company,
Atomic itself doesn't have access to users' funds or user’s private keys. Atomic doesn't have
accounts and doesn't ask for or store any personal information. Atomic Wallet is essentially a
software application for managing crypto assets locally on a user’s device. It’s like an interface
to blockchain.

To create a crypto wallet, Atomic Wallet randomly generates 12 words (seed phrase), derives
private and public keys and keeps them in an encrypted storage on local users' devices. Public
keys represent deposit addresses for certain blockchains. Private keys give access to the user's
funds. App never stores users' seed phrases and/or private keys in any centralized databases
or servers.

12 words seed phrase backup is the only way to get access to users' crypto assets. Importing
seed (or private key for certain blockchain) to any other similar non-custodial wallet app gives
access to crypto assets with the same addresses. Vice versa, 12 words seed can be generated
in any other wallet app and then imported to Atomic Wallet.

Atomic Wallet displays balances and transaction history which it gets from public blockchain
nodes with users' public addresses. When users send crypto assets, the app prepares outgoing
transactions, signs them w/ private keys on local devices, then broadcasts transactions to the
public chain. Importantly, Atomic doesn't track or has access to users' addresses, balances, and
transactions.

Atomic Wallet provides access to 3rd party services to purchase or swap crypto assets. They
are connected via API and have their own terms of use. The user directly communicates and
receives the service from such 3rd party service providers. Atomic does not have any
involvement in such a process.


